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ne of the most significant changes in the game of
tennis over the past twenty years has been the

emergence and evolution of the two-handed backhand. Even
more striking has been the affect the two-handed backhand
has had on the return of serve. Consequently, the overall play
of backhand returns has arguably improved more significant-
ly over the past twenty years than any other shot in tennis. 

Each generation has seen a few players with excellent,
aggressive backhand returns, Don Budge, Lew Hoad, Ken
Rosewell, Rod Laver, Billie Jean King, Chris Evert. However,
Jimmy Connors was one of the first players of the Open era
to turn the backhand return into an aggressive attacking shot
with the ability to hit winners. In today’s professional game,
outstanding two-handed backhand returns are the rule
instead of the exception. 

To illustrate the backhand return, we have chosen the
reigning Women’s and Men’s US Open Champions, who also
happen to have two of the best two-handed returns in the
game today. They are, of course, Serena Williams and Andre
Agassi. We also featured Andre Agassi in our last issue on the
forehand return. The reason is quite simple, we consider
Andre to have the best technique, and one of the finest
returns of all time.

Nick Saviano is the Director of USA Tennis Coaching Education.

• Recognition of Shot: Both players have just landed
from their split step and have recognized that the ball
is going to their backhand

• Posture: Notice the excellent posture where the back
and shoulders are relatively straight.

• Wide Stance and Deep Knee Bend: This allows them
to generate energy from the ground for a quick first
step.
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• Stepping Out: Both players step out with the outside
leg as opposed to stepping across.

• Unit Turn: They both have made a quick turn of the
front shoulder, which initiates the racquet preparation.

• Storing of Energy in Preparation Phase: The quick
turn of the front shoulder combined with the open
stance preparation, creates a “pull” or “loading” in the
front shoulders even though each player has a short
back swing. This is one of the secrets to success on
the return. From this position they can deal with a pow-
erful serve as well as generate an explosive return. 
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• Short Back Swing: Both players have taken a full yet
compact back swing. Andre’s back swing is even
shorter then Serena’s.

• Back Leg: Andre is beginning to explode up into the
shot with the back leg, which starts his weight moving
forward and into the shot.

• Aggressive Return: Andre is hitting an extremely
aggressive return. He is well inside the court, weight
moving forward and contacting the ball well out in front
of his body.

• Grip: Serena appears to be holding an eastern fore-
hand grip with her right hand. As a result she will not
contact the ball as far out in front as Andre, who uses
more of a standard backhand grip.
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• Extension Through the Hitting Zone: Andre is per-
fectly “in line” for this return with the weight moving
into the shot as he extends the racquet head through
the hitting zone. Serena has been pulled out wide by
the serve, yet she is also extending the racquet head
through the hitting zone.

• Agassi Finish: Andre is completing a classic, textbook
follow-through. Perfect balance with the weight moving
forward in the direction of the shot.

• Serena Finish: Serena is showing her athleticism by
maintaining her dynamic balance as she adjusts to dif-
ficult serve that has pulled her into the alley.
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The Two-Handed Backhand Return of Serve

In these photo sequences we will look at Carlos Moya, Andre
Agassi and Venus Williams as they execute the two-handed
backhand return of serve. You will note many similarities

related to the fundamentals of each player’s technique. Having
solid fundamentals of technique such as dynamic balance, a
properly timed split-step, the proper loading and unloading of the
large muscles, and a complete follow through are some of the key
components that can help a player reach his or her potential.
When a player masters the fundamentals of technique, he or she
can consistently produce the most efficient, effective and suc-
cessful strokes while minimizing the risk of injury. 

You also will notice stylistic differences in the way each player
prepares and executes the return. No standard technique for a
stroke is optimum for all players. Each player is unique, with his
or her own individual physical and psychological characteristics.
Therefore, optimal technique for one player may not be optimal
for another. Let’s examine each player’s return and highlight both
fundamentals and stylistic differences.

• In the first three pictures the players display excellent posture and bal-
ance—head up, shoulders and back relatively straight. This is a funda-
mental of solid preparation. In picture 2, Venus has started her stroke with
her racquet head moving back and down below her hands. This part of her
preparation is unique to her style and is very different than Moya and
Agassi who begin their stroke with more of a unit turn.

• During the loading phase all three players will fully load by rotating their
shoulders and hips while putting large muscles on stretch, including the
legs. In picture 7, we can see the tremendous load on the left leg of each
player. This is an example of the stored energy that will be released in the
next phase of the stroke. Again, this is fundamental to proper mechanics.
At this point, the similarities are striking. All three have their racquet back
with the racquet head slightly below their hands. The difference between
the three players in pictures 4-7 lies in the manner in which they bring their
racquet back to the fully loaded position. Regardless of how one brings
their racquet back—high like Moya, low like Williams or in-between like
Agassi—the key principle to teach our players is the importance of proper
timing, where there is efficient storing of energy as a player moves the
shoulders, hips, and legs and gets into a fully loaded position.

• It is amazing to see the many similarities in the final three pictures. As you
examine these photos, focus on the excellent dynamic balance. The players’
heads are still and their shoulders are relatively level. In addition, look at
the effects of the ground reaction force. Each player is being lifted off of
the ground by the unloading of the stored energy which moves from the
legs to the hips to the shoulders and finally to the arm and the racquet. 

• In picture 10, Williams has fully completed her follow through, while Moya
and Agassi are well on their way to a complete stroke. A complete follow
through is a fundamental and it accomplishes three things: 1) It reduces
the risk of injury by properly decelerating the racquet; 2) It keeps the rac-
quet in the correct stroke path for a slightly extended period of time,
increasing the chance of making an accurate shot; and 3) It can be an
effective learning tool for players to establish the correct racquet head
positioning at the end of the stroke.
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Top to bottom:
Carlos Moya,

Andre Agassi,
Venus Williams.
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